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than it affects the general public. These children suffer an adverse effect that is 

actionable, and their parents (proceeding as their children’s next friends) have standing 

to prevent further injury. 

A. As Taxpayers, the Parents Have a “Colorable Interest” in School 
Funding. 

 
The existence of a “colorable interest” turns on “whether the particular plaintiff 

had a right to judicial enforcement of a legal duty of the defendant or whether a party 

plaintiff can show in himself a present, existent actionable title or interest, and 

demonstrate that this right was complete at the time of the institution of the action.”10 

The Mississippi Supreme Court repeatedly has found that taxpayers have standing to 

challenge expenditures not authorized by law, especially in the context of funding public 

schools. Further, the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that children have a 

constitutionally protected property interest in the public education offered by their 

state.11  

Pascagoula School District v. Tucker12 is instructive. In that case, plaintiffs 

challenged the constitutionality of a statute requiring a school district to share its ad 

valorem tax revenue with other school districts. The Court explained that the case 

“affect[ed] the rights of all taxpayers in Jackson County and [was] of grave importance 

to every school district in the county.”13 Standing was so obvious that the Court did not 

even bother to debate it. 

                                                             
10 Hotboxxx, LLC v. City of Gulfport, 154 So. 3d 21, 27 (Miss. 2015) (emphasis in original). 
11 Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1975). 
12 Pascagoula Sch. Dist. v. Tucker, 91 So. 3d 598 (Miss. 2012). 
13 Id. at 604. 
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Similarly, in Prichard v. Cleveland,14 a group of physicians challenged a 

hospital’s efforts to lease its nurses’ quarters as private office space. The physicians 

brought the suit in their individual capacities and in their capacities as taxpayers.15 The 

Mississippi Supreme Court held that “[t]he co
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zoning regulations; and without an interest in the property, the retailer had no colorable 

interest at stake.22  

The case at bar is in line with Prichard and Tucker, not City of Gulfport. In this 

case, the Plaintiffs are taxpayers, whose state taxes and local ad valorem taxes have 

been unconstitutionally siphoned away by charter schools. Additionally, the Plaintiffs 

are next friends of schoolchildren with a constitutional right to a minimally adequate 

education and a direct interest in the funding of their schools. Thus, the Plaintiffs – both 

as taxpayers and parents of schoolchildren – have a colorable interest in this case’s 

subject matter. They suffer an adverse effect when their school district 

unconstitutionally subsidizes charter schools. Therefore, standing exists. 

Midtown Charter repeatedly argues that the Plaintiffs’ claims have no colorable 

interest in JPS’s funding, and that their case rests on nothing more than “a speculative 

fear.”23 This is patently incorrect. What once might have been fear is now a stark reality: 

since August 2015, the CSA has taken more than $4 million from JPS. By the end of the 

current school year, the damage will be nearly $6 million.24 The Plaintiffs and their 

children, on whose behalves they proceed, have a colorable interest in addressing this 

unconstitutional deprivation of their school’s funding. 

  

                                                             
22 Id. (“In the instant case, Hotboxxx’s lease was pendent on obtaining the appropriate licenses. The 
chancery court held the application for the privilege license to be invalid, and we upheld that finding. 
Thus, the lease is void, and Hotboxxx has no interest in the land, and therefore, under Mississippi case 
law, no standing.”). 
23 Midtown Charter Brief at 17. See also Midtown Charter Brief at 14 (arguing that Plaintiffs’ injury is 
merely “philosophical”). 
24 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs’ Superseding Motion for Summary Judgment [Docket No. 52] at 
5. 
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1. Taxpayers Have a Colorable Interest in Preventing 
Appropriations Not Authorized By Law. 

 
Taxpayers have a colorable interest in ensuring that government appropriations 

comply with the law. Therefore, the Mississippi Supreme Court has a long history of 

allowing taxpayers to challenge illegal appropriations. 

For example, in Prichard v. Cleveland,25 a hospital prepared to lease its nurses’ 

quarters as private office space. A group of physicians filed suit to challenge the 

decision, and the Court held that “[t]he complainants, as taxpayers, had standing to 

bring this suit . . . .”26  

Likewise, in Canton Farm Equipment v. Richardson,27 a heavy equipment 
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For example, in Pascagoula School District v. Tucker31 (the facts of which are 

nearly identical to the case at bar), plaintiffs challenged the constitutionality of a statute 

requiring a school district to share its ad valorem revenue with other school districts. 

One of the plaintiffs was “an individual taxpayer within the district.”32 The issue of 

standing was not raised by the Court or the parties, and at no point did the Court 

suggest that standing was absent. To the contrary, the Court explained that the case 

“affect[ed] the rights of all taxpayers in Jackson County and is of grave importance to 

every school district in the county.”33 

The parents in this case are identically situated to the taxpayer plaintiffs in 

Tucker. Both cases involve taxpayer challenges to laws affecting ad valorem revenue 

that “affect the rights of all taxpayers in [the] county.” Standing existed in Tucker, and iTD
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3. The Mississippi Supreme Court Repeatedly Has Found That 
Taxpayers Have Standing to Bring Public-Interest Cases. 

 
Confirming the constitutionality of government action is at the heart of the 

judiciary’s responsibilities.37 Allowing taxpayers to challenge the constitutionality of 

school funding legislation is consistent with Mississippi’s broader practice of allowing 

citizens to bring public interest lawsuits. The Mississippi Supreme Court has found that 

legislators have standing “as electors and taxpayers” to challenge the rejection of a ballot 

initiative38 and to challenge the lieutenant governor’s authority to deprive them of 

committee appointments.39 

The Mississippi Supreme Court’s decision in Fordice v. Bryan40 is illustrative. In 

Fordice
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4. The Plaintiffs Were Not Required to Wait on Someone Else to 
File This Challenge. 

 
Midtown Charter argues that taxpayers cannot challenge governmental action 

unless someone else has declined to file the challenge.44 It is not at all clear that this 

archaic requirement still exists.45 For example, in Pascagoula School District v. Tucker, 

a case that was nearly identical to this case, the Court struck down an unconstitutional 

statute without any indication that the individual plaintiffs – who included a local 

taxpayer46 – ever demanded that anyone else challenge the law.  Likewise, in Fordice v. 

Bryan, the Supreme Court made no indication that the plaintiffs ever demanded that 

anyone else bring their suit, but they still had taxpayer standing.47 

Even if Midtown Charter is correct that taxpayer standing exists only where “no 

party who meets traditional standing requirements will ever pursue the challenge,”48 

this case clearly complies. The CSA is now four years old, and excepting only the case at 

bar, no challenge to its constitutionality has ever been brought. Midtown Charter 

concedes that JPS would have standing to challenge the CSA’s constitutionality,49 but 

JPS wants no part of this case: not only has JPS never challenged the CSA, it refuses to 

address the issue50 and urges the Court to dismiss it as a party.51 The Attorney General is 

                                                             
44 Midtown Charter Brief at 15. 
45 See Standing to Sue – Retrenchment, 3 MS Prac. Encyclopedia MS Law § 19:213 (2d ed.) (“The 
Mississippi Supreme Court may recently have relaxed standing requisites ‘that citizens may challenge 
governmental actions contrary to law where the action would otherwise escape challenge.’”) (quoting 
Fordice v. Thomas, 649 So. 2d 835, 841 (Miss. 1995)). 
46 Tucker, 91 So. 3d at 601. 
47 Fordice, 651 So. 2d at 1003 (plaintiffs had taxpayer standing). 
48 Midtown Charter Brief at 15. 
49 Midtown Charter Brief at 15. 
50 Memorandum in Support of Defendant Jackson Public School District’s Motion to Dismiss (hereinafter 
“JPS Brief”) at 2 (“[T]he District takes no position on whether the CSA is or is not a violation of the 
Mississippi Constitution.”). 
51 JPS Brief at 3 (requesting dismissal from case). 
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even less likely than JPS to mount a challenge, given that he strenuously defends this 

challenge.52 

 The writing is on the wall: no one else – not JPS, and not the Attorney General – 

will ever challenge the CSA’s constitutionality. It is either these Plaintiffs or no one. The 

Plaintiffs easily satisfy Mississippi’s requirements for taxpayer standing. 

B. The Plaintiffs and Their Children Also Have Standing Because They 
Suffer an Adverse Effect That is Different Than the Effect on the 
General Public. The Parents’ Injury is Different Than the General, 
Non-Taxpaying Public, and the Children’s Constitutional Rights 
are Directly Implicated. 

 
The Plaintiffs also have standing under Mississippi law because the CSA’s 

redistribution of revenue rightly belonging to their children’s school district is an 

“adverse effect.” 
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abbreviated frontage from their homes,61 and therefore, any effect on the citizens would 

not be “in a manner different or to a different degree than it will affect the general 

public.”62 Therefore, the citizens had no standing to proceed on this claim. 

In this case, the Plaintiffs are affected by the CSA in the same way the height 

variance affected the City of Ridgeland homeowners. Like the homeowners and the 

height variance, the Plaintiffs’ property interests are adversely affected by the CSA. But 

in this case, the adverse effect is even more compelling than in City of Ridgeland 

because the injury in this case is quantifiable. During the 2016-2017 school year, charter 

schools are expected to divert roughly $4 million in public money from the Jackson 

Public School District.63 This shortchanging of local schools adversely affects the 

Plaintiffs in a way that non-local, non-taxpaying residents simply would not feel. This 

gives the Plaintiffs standing. 

2. The CSA Adversely Affects Schoolchildren Differently Than 
the General Public Because Schoolchildren, Unlike the 
General Public, Have a Constitutional Right to a Minimally 
Adequate Education. 

 
Additionally, the Plaintiffs’ children suffer an adverse effect because the CSA 

implicates their constitutional rights to a public education. Therefore, the Plaintiffs have 

standing in their capacities as their children’s next friends.  

The U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that children have a constitutionally 

protected property interest in the public education offered by their state.64 Furthermore, 

under Mississippi law, children have a constitutional right to a minimally adequate 

                                                             
61 Id. at 35 (describing the front-yard setback variance as “a minor variance, and it regards a part of the 
subject property bordering another property owned by an entity affiliated with the Developers”). 
62 Id.  
63 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs’ Superseding Motion for Summary Judgment at 5. 
64 Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1975). 
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public education.65 Section 206 and Section 208 of the Mississippi Constitution bolster 

these rights by guaranteeing that public money properly belonging to public schools 

cannot be redistributed. But by siphoning money from the traditional public schools 

charged with providing this constitutionally guaranteed education, the CSA adversely 

affects schoolchildren differently than it affects the general public. 

 This adverse effect is not only quantifiable – it is seven figures. In their first year 

of operation, Jackson’s two charter schools cost JPS a sum exceeding $1.8 million.66 

During the 2016-2017 school year, charter schools are expected to cost JPS roughly $4 

million.67 No group feels this injury more than JPS’s schoolchildren. The 

unconstitutional siphoning of funds away from JPS schoolchildren is the CSA’s most 

adverse effect of all.  The impact on JPS schoolchildren is indisputable. For example, the 

amount diverted from JPS to charter schools this school year could have paid the 

salaries of 65 classroom teachers.68 For the thousands of JPS students who would have 

benefitted from more teachers and a lower student-teacher ratio, the damage has been 

done; opportunities are bygone and continuing. These students, represented by their 

parents as next friends, undoubtedly have standing to challenge that injury. 

II. Midtown Charter is Relying on the Wrong Law. 

A. Midtown Charter Conflates the Standing Requirements for 
State Court and Federal Court. 

 
 Midtown Charter incorrectly conflates the state and federal requirements for 

standing. Under federal standing requirements, “the plaintiff must have suffered an 
                                                             
65 Clinton Mun. Separate Sch. Dist. v. Byrd, 477 So. 2d 237, 240 (Miss. 1985) (“[T]he right to a minimally 
adequate public education created and entailed by the laws of this state is one we can only label 
fundamental. As such this right, to the extent our law vests it in the young citizens of this state, enjoys the 
full substantive and procedural protections of the due process clause of the Constitution of the State of 
Mississippi, whatever construction may be given the Constitution of the United States.”). 
66 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs’ Superseding Motion for Summary Judgment at 5. 
67 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs’ Superseding Motion for Summary Judgment at 5. 
68 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs’ Superseding Motion for Summary Judgment at 6. 
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‘injury in fact’ – an invasion of a legally protected interest which is (a) concrete and 

particularized . . . and (b) ‘actual or imminent, not ‘conjectural’ or ‘hypothetical.’”69 

 In state court, though, the standing threshold is much less demanding. In order 

to satisfy Mississippi’s standing requirement, a plaintiff need only show a “colorable 

interest” in the litigation’s subject matter or suffer an “adverse effect” that is different 

from the general public. 

 Although Midtown Charter pays lip service to Mississippi’s flexible standing 

requirements, its Motion for Summary Judgment repeatedly applies the federal 

standard. The first page of Midtown Charter’s brief argues, “the plaintiffs have not 

identified any distinct and concrete injury resulting from the Mississippi Legislature’s 

creation and funding of public charter schools.”70 On page 5, Midtown Charter again 

contends, “[n]one of the plaintiffs, however, identify any concrete injuries or harms 

suffered by their children.”71 Again, on page 13, Midtown Charter claims, “the plaintiffs 

have not identified any particularized or concrete injury to themselves or their 

children.”72 And finally, on page 16, Midtown Charter reiterates its view that the 

Plaintiffs have not “articulate[d] a concrete injury
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challenge illegal appropriations,78 but appropriations were not at issue in Ray. The issue 

in Ray was whether taxpayers had standing to challenge a university’s academic 

curriculum. The absence of standing in Ray accords with the multitude of cases in which 

the Supreme Court has permitted taxpayers to attack unauthorized appropriations, as 

the Plaintiffs are doing here. 

2. Burgess v. City of Gulfport: No Standing for Residents Who 
Lacked A Property Interest And Were Not Affected 
Differently Than The General Public.  

 
Similarly, Burgess v. City of Gulfport79 merely reinforces the Plaintiffs’ standing. 

In Burgess, a group of residents challenged the City of Gulfport’s decision to allow 

removal of a tree. But the residents did not own the property in question, and they did 

not own land around the property in question.80 Instead, they argued that their 

residences in the City of Gulfport granted them standing. The Mississippi Supreme 

Court disagreed and concluded that the residents had neither a colorable interest nor an 

adverse effect.81 As the Court explained, the effect of the tree’s removal on the residents 

was no different than on any other member of the public.82 

In the case at bar, though, the Plaintiffs not only have an interest in the tree, they 

are the tree.  In Burgess, the Plaintiffs had no property right or property interest in the 

tree.  Further, the tree’s removal did not diminish their property values, and it did not 

compromise any of their legal rights.  In contrast, here the Plaintiffs have standing 

because they are experiencing an adverse effect – different than that experienced by the 

                                                             
78 Prichard v. Cleveland, 314 So. 2d 729 (Miss. 1975); Canton Farm Equipment, Inc. v. Richardson, 501 
So. 2d 1098, 1108-09 (Miss. 1987); Fordice v. Bryan, 651 So. 2d 998 (Miss. 1995); Pascagoula Sch. Dist. 
v. Tucker, 91 So. 3d 598 (Miss. 2012). 
79 Burgess v. City of Gulfport, 814 So. 2d 149 (Miss. 2002) (cited by Midtown Charter Brief at 11). 
80 Id. at 153. 
81 Id. 
82 Id. 
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public generally – as a result of the CSA.  Specifically, Plaintiffs’ children attend the 

schools whose financial support is being siphoned away by the CSA. This diversion of 

public taxpayer funds deprives schoolchildren of the full financial support their schools 

otherwise would enjoy. This is a direct, palpable, and adverse effect. 

If the Plaintiffs were merely concerned citizens from some far-flung corner of the 

state, then Burgess would command dismissal. Instead, the Plaintiffs are taxpayers of 

the school district, and their children attend the schools whose funding is attacked. 

There is no segment of the public more directly and adversely affected by the CSA than 

the Plaintiffs. The contrast between this case and Burgess could not be starker. 

III. Conclusion. 

The Plaintiffs are taxpayers of the City of Jackson and parents whose children 

attend JPS schools. It would be difficult to imagine parties with a more direct, colorable 

interest in the subject matter of this case. It would be equally difficult to find a group 

upon whom the CSA leaves a more adverse effect. As taxpayers, parents, and 

schoolchildren, the Plaintiffs have standing in this case. Therefore, Midtown Charter’s 

motion for summary judgment must be denied. 

 RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this Twenty-Seventh day of February 2017. 
 
 
          /s/ Will Bardwell   

Will Bardwell 
Counsel for the Plaintiffs 
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